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The traditional ways of handing official business cost a lot of time and energy 
to deal with those complicated and repeated works manually. The delay and mistake 
of the manual operation is list the abuse that should be omitted in modem 
management. The changes which the OA system brings to the traditional ways of 
handling official business adapts to the common demands of people and conforms to 
the trend of technological development. The implement of OA system can improve 
the method of management, enhance the ability of management and bring 
revolutionary progress to the executive officers in the government on acting and 
thinking patterns. The traditional ways of handling official business obtains its own 
weak points such as nonstandard, vague, unstable and more influenced by human 
beings. Promoting OA system not only reforms the method of management, but also 
brings improvement of manager’s thoughts. The functional offices of the 
government change their tunes from management to service, the OA system just 
provide their customers the way to serve people. This proves that the OA system is a 
trend, a fashion and a better way for the government to serve people. This 
dissertation researched mainly the function and development of the standard module 
in OA system. Since the object for the OA system to collect, process and analyze is 
information. This kind of information is transformed by the way of document 
database is mole suitable to the application of the system.  
The project based the B／S structure of Lotus Notes combining with the 
techniques of XML Servile, HTML JavaScript, and Applet to realize the building of 
the whole system. The system can complete the supporting of multi-stage structure 
and divide expression stage, operation stage，database-accessing stage. The system 
also can operate on different flats; Support all types of database system. Possess 
better security, and functions of distributed tasks; Support message Service and 
module development, as well as to transfer collection and invalidation .Offer better 
expansibility and mistake-tolerance techniques. At the same time the system possess 
perfect security mechanism, offering password protection, application of digital 
signature, electronic seals as well as many encrypting arithmetic's.  
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